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The Internet during the 1990s or Web 1. 0 is defined as a collection of 

primitive, static websites which did not leave much in the way of expansion. 

However, the onset of the twenty-first century brought an explosion of 

interactive online content often called Web 2. 0 . Social media was important

for this “ new” Internet’s interactiveness by providing blogging, message 

boards, and virtual communities that allowed a new form of freedom and 

opinions (Blank). Social media transformed the landscape of previously held 

ideas in how social, political, and economic exchanges were to occur, 

creating a revolution that affected most people. Negatives and positives 

arose with social media’s increased use, yet social media arguably has had 

the largest positive impact in the economic sector; it allowed a strength 

antecedently not held by consumers and allowed a diverse amount of 

interactions between producers and consumers. 

Opinion aggregators namely Yelp and Rotten Tomatoes, social networks, 

price-comparers, as well as recommendation engines have shaped the power

dynamic of companies and their customers toward the consumer. As people 

began to rely primarily on these user-based sites to develop opinions, who 

consumers trust shifted away from corporate advertisements. This effect can

be seen from customers that now can comprehensively inform themselves 

on products: “ More than a fifth of consumers have used mobile phones to 

compare prices while in a store…. nearly a third of consumers have penned 

negative online reviews after disappointing experiences” (Bellin). After the 

beginning of Web 2. 0, shoppers had the ability to actively understand the 

products or services that they wanted to purchase. Using this power 

translated into a larger audience of consumers who found the better options 
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for purchasing; this caused companies to focus on bettering their prices or 

products. Pre-Internet age consumers were only able to gather sanitation 

information for retail food facilities (RFFs) through newspapers, TV, and RFFs 

postings; this, however, changed after the creation of sites whose jobs were 

to compile opinions of past patrons: 

Consumers may seek out other sources for information about sanitation at 

RFFs… Social Media, consumer-generated restaurant review sites such as 

Yelp…. and personal blogs offer a wealth of information about RFFs. 

Consumers now seek information regarding prices, food and service quality, 

ambiance, and even sanitation levels of RFFs by reading other consumers’ 

opinions insocial media(Park). 

Yelp opened a new form of discussion in which large food reviewers or TV 

advertisements were not the only source of information. When looking at this

user-generated content, the prices and quality stated is understood to not be

fabricated since the consumers are giving opinions without any incentive. 

Thus, a new age of transparency had begun that has allowed consumers of 

any type to be more trusting and comprehensive in their spending while 

forcing producers to pay additional attention to consumers’ wants. With this 

growing power, many companies have adopted a new democratic view for 

advertisement: “ Companies in every consumer-facing industry can… find 

new ways to advertise their products and brands. Bringing the “ voice of the 

crowd” into marketing efforts can lend a campaign the type of credibility and

authenticity that consumers often look for” (Bellin). With companies’ 

cooperation and social media’s buying power, better products have come to 

market for the purpose of maintaining a positive image. Likewise, a positive 
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company image and this “ word of mouth” communication led to improved 

sales and customer trust that contest the benefits of a broad network for 

advertising. Furthermore, these open discussions about products or services 

have led to positive outcomes for companies.  of the company. To illustrate, 

a hotel company chose to create a prominent social media presents with the 

logic that “ whether we engage or not, the conversation about our brands 

are happening” (Bellin). The company realized that in order to grow 

customer happiness an engagement with the customer was necessary. The 

company’s transparency built trust among patrons that illuminates the 

influence customers gained with Web 2. 0. On the contrary, when a popular 

fast-food chain created a hashtag on twitter, their media department had not

been properly communicating with their customers. The consequence of this 

negligence was “ a torrent of negative and unflattering responses” instead of

“ customers [who] shared fond memories of the restaurants” (Bellin). If the 

fast-food chain had understood the power consumers held and based their 

actions off of public opinions, their reputation would not have been critically 

damaged. This ability to stand for consumers rights instead of allowing 

corporations to control what their buyers could want has led to a revolution 

in customer happiness and improved products. 

Web 2. 0 brought an increase in competitiveness among marketplaces which

led to many organizations exploring their options with the use of social 

media such as wikis, blogs, and online discussion forums. These various tools

changed the ways companies functioned with organizations, customers, and 

co-workers; this led to the reconstruction of communications inwardly and 

outwardly which is called Enterprise 2. 0 (Baxter). Social media has allowed 
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for a deeper interaction with consumers and workers alike. The simpler type 

of company blog have been “ employee blogs [which] are often associated 

with staff members’ blogging externally on behalf of their company to 

maintain a favorable corporate image” (Baxter). Employee blogs changed 

the relationship between customer and company by allowing an ability for 

personal interaction; this is unlike conventional advertising methods since 

past advertisements were broader and did not enable any form of 

constructive critiques. With these modern communication options, a positive 

image of service is established with the company and can sway new possible

consumers. Other blogs such as “ promotional blogs [which] are used 

specifically for advertising products” created a similar relationship but 

focused primarily on different aspects of an organization (Baxter). 

Promotional blogs could be comparable to standard advertising, yet they 

have crucial differences that make blogs more effective than advertising at 

customer interaction. Dissimilar to routine advertising, promotional blogs 

allow an audience an option to explore the blog while traditional 

advertisement shown to viewers whom may be uncaring or unable to 

participate in what is advertised. Additionally, blogs are often able to cheaply

see who visits their site for an understanding of how to create future 

promotions for customers; this is different to surveys organizations normally 

gave to customers which are expensive and may be less truthful. While 

employee and promotional blog indirectly learned about their customers’ 

preferences, “ executive or CEO blogs are [ran] by company executives to 

project company ideas and engage with members of the public through 

feedback” (Baxter). This form of blogging allows corporations to easily 

receive feedback on incoming ideas for the purpose of establishing a more 
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successful investment. Executive blogs provide customers a direct 

interaction with CEO’s of companies to give an assessment of their ideas; 

these enabled customers to receive more tailored products. Facebook also 

changed the way small and larger companies interacted with one another: “ 

Facebook can be used by individuals to connect with business contacts in 

addition to assisting individuals in establishing a personalized business 

profile” (Baxter). A new form of interaction is created using Facebook that 

allows people to easily grow companies and develop relationships with 

contacts already established in the business world. These accounts can 

improve chances for larger businesses to establish connections deals with 

need services or products from an independent and cheaper source which 

may not have been able to interact formally. Addedly, according to Patrick 

Geho, a writer for The Entrepreneurial Executive , “ Facebook Business Pages

allows businesses to create a profile separate from the owner’s profile, 

giving “ fans” of the business a legitimate place to interact” (Np). Business 

pages are like employee blogs from how they allow a way for companies to 

engage with their customers to improve products and to resolve problems. 

Nonetheless, Facebook gives a cheaper and more widely available platform, 

so regardless of size social media has revolutionized the ability of 

organizations to interact with other groups and their patrons. 

Web 2. 0 and the following Enterprise 2. 0 completely changed the economic

sector for the better, by giving customers more influence in companies and 

by changing interactiveness in companies through different forms of blogs. 

Yelp and other similar sites enabled consumers to review products and 

services; thus, it made producers to conform to the consumers. Likewise, 
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these reviews granted shoppers an easy, unbiased source to validate the 

information the company may have provided. With customers’ opinions 

being more valued, new options for advertisement and interaction were 

brought forth such as: employee, promotional, and executive blogs. Along 

with Facebook, these new blogging options gave freedom to large and small 

organization to interact with their own consumer base. Without the growth of

social media, many opportunities for benefited growth would have been 

unable to come to fruition. 
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